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Tuition Increases"
Announced

Bodner' Courses
Criticized

The Law School's' tuition is
greater
than undergraduate
tuition by $2,470. According to
.Shoup, the Gifferential,
which
will remain the same next year,
.
h d
IS necessary to repay t e ebt .
service
for
the
recent
improvements in the law school
t 0 th e ex. t en t th a t th ose
'improvements are not covered
by gifts. ..
..
The proposed budget, 'which
.was presented to the faculty' and
Deans. last
week,. will' be
submitted
to the Board of
Trustees. in January for their
approval.'
Shoup is confident
th a t th e "Boarwlapprove.
d "II
th e.
proposed budget.
'. . .•'
..'
Adam Freedman, President of
The salary Jevelsfor
both
the
George
Washington
faculty
and non-faculty
are;
University Student Association,
based on surveys of salaries for ..• .'.stated .that': a .meetingwiU. be
comparable EoSitions elsewhere.
held in the-next few weeks to
by Elizabeth MacGregor
The George
Washington.
University BUdget Committee has
proposed 1986-1987 law school
tuition be raised to $11,300, an .
,
increase of 7.296 over last years·
$10,540
figure, budget
according
the
first
planning
for to
fiscal
1986-1987 . released on Friday,
Oc to ber 17 ... -.
.
.
,,'
.Accordtng' to-Dtrectorv
of the>
Budget
Robert
Shoup, the'
mer-eases are: necessary
to
finance improvements in general
university
facilities
and to
sustatn
salary
increases
5%'
for faculty and 6% for ofnon->.
faculty sta..ff...
."

Students Cite Similarities in'
-Ado.'.Civ.Pro., and Trial Advocacy
bv- Elizabeth MacGregor
,
In recent
weeks, students
studying
Advanced
Civil
Procedure and Trial Advocacy
with NLC Visiting
Professor
John
Bodner,
Jr
have
complained.
of duplication
be t ween the t wov.courses,
"
"1
"
t s,
.:C'1t mg'
SImI
ar ass rgnmen
materfals, class methods, coupled
with Bodner's requirement that
students enrolled in both of his.
classes drop one of the two;
students are disturbed that they
arenotreceiving.:the
education
<I

e •

~~;:~::d~r.Sh~~~~~te~
..t~~~K::,z;'·~N<f~sTt4~~~~~~}~~c:rtTf~~e[h:'~~
Budget.Commltt~eAakesthe
proposed~udget. 'Freedman said.

as

. Procedure
announced in the
course bul letfn,
Instead of
'covering class actionst multi{iarty.litigation; the proolems of
Joinder
and . other complex
litigation
topics,
Bodner is
focusing
the course on the
mechanics of .trial procedure.
Several students noted that they
are
to study the
d f'being required
f
ra .tmg 0 i hcomplaint:s and
mo t rons, w t "a partIcular
emphasis on Antitrust law. One
student complained that they
had wasted a: considerable
amount
,',time.
.s t ud ying

~.;"~:QS1·ti~~\}I~~~M3Ai~'s{o~dYaJiced<'.~·,
:.~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~VeidN~~~~u1~
•Civi~.Procedure/
wishing to
not include criminal procedure.
surveys into consideration, and
t~at the date.and time,. not yet·
remain anonymous state
that
'Student
frustration.
was
tries
to . stay in Jhe same
fma!lzed"wlli
be posted on'
.the class is not w hat they had
furthered
by the lack of a
relative position;'
campus.
.
expected from Advanced Civil
syllabus for the .coursevwhtch
'prevented
them
frpmknowing
--.:....--...,:.-......;---......;--;;.....----""'--__ ""'--""'---..;...'"'"':"" __ f:-......;;.__ --~---....:..;~
__ - __ --'----what subjects
would
be. covered
later in the course.
Students .
are also upset that a critical
book review, required' for the
course, was not announced, in
the bulletin
and was not
adequately explained byBodner,
Bodner said that he was "not
surprised"
to hear criticism
about the critical book review,
by.Joe Admire
Some GW students may be
Furthermore, Steirihar~tpointS
stating that he had purposely
aware of the more. sensational
- out that, whtle CLS IS often
left the assignment ambiguous,
Those among tis who can iay
personalities and controversies
seen as being in the extremely
so that students would struggle
some claim to being familiar or
associated
with , CLS.
For
liberal vein of politics, Crits.
on their ownt and "think beyond
keeping up with current trends
exampie, Harvard's
Professor
who
bel i eve
in
the
what the autnor -has said." But
in judicial philosophy have for
Duncan Kennedy considers. it
transformation
of society - he says that he has not heard
some time been observing the
"oppressive" for associates to
ironically are in actual (and
any complaints from students
progress of a distinct group' of
laugh at senior partners' jokes.
often vehement) opposition to • about the content of the course.
iconoclastic,radical
law school
Prominent also is the turmoil at
liberals with reformist ideals.
Bodner percetves a course in
professors,
jurisprudential
Harvard that has pitted .'.some
This opposition to liberalism
Advanced Civil Procedure as not
theorists,
and
students.
twenty
CLS adherents
and
has,? oddly enough, won CLS
necessaril~ focusing on multidetermined to' turn· the legal
sym.pa thizers
against
more
supporters who are usually seen
party or. big" litigation.
He •
system on its head.
These
tradItionally-minded professors.
aSbein~ on the right wing of
stated that
in a litigation
people' are . adherents
of a:
But
few.students
are
the polItical spectrum, such as
setting
an attorney
is
movement called Critical Legal'
. knowledgeable about the ideas
. Professor Lino' Graglia of the
confronted with many types of
.StUdies, orCLS.
They are'
propounded by the Crits.·.
University of Texas who was
problems and is faced with
commonly
(but not always
A common misconception of
once considered -for aJudgeship
constant decisions. Because of
affectionately) called "Crits"or
CLS is that it is a Marxist
by the Reagan, admimstration.
that, "even the simplest cases
"Critters".
.
school of thought. (Professor
To be more ,accuratel.
CLS
can' become quite complex."
Crits ..assert that' the basic
Kennedy has been known to call
probably
cannot
be litted
Thus, he is instructing
the
nature
of
all
law
is
himself an existential" Marxistaccurately into any segment of
students in the elements of a
indeterminable and incoherent;
anarcho-syndicalist-modernist).
the
political
spectrum;,
trial
and the preparation of
that le~al rules can produce
However
according
GW
Steinhardt explains that some
I di
hi
t
"
diametrlcally opposite results in
Professor Ralph Steinhardt, CLS
elements of CLS thought can
~t~3en~gslo fJf~:s they e~~~
similar. cases depending upon the
is in some important
ways
most precisely be described as
get from looking at the Rules or
biases of. the judge or the
fundamentally
at odds with
"anarchist."
'. .
stages of proceedings."
.
system; and that· the present
. Marxist doctrine.
According to
.
What, then, is CLS? Many
Explaining why he required
legal system of America is· a
Steinhardt, CLS"rejects Marxist
philosophical antecedents exist,
students
taking
both Trial
tool of social oppression used by
. notions'
of how the: world"
but the strains of thought which
Advocacy and Advanced Civil
the ruling .classes.
Some call
works," ·such as belief "·in· an'
are commonlyheldAo,
be the
Procedure to drop one ..course,
. the Crits the greatest threat to
inevitable progression of society
most -'important ancestors of
Bodner said the Trial Advocacy
American law since King George
driven by. iml?ersonal economic
Critical
Legal Studies
are
Course was larger than he had
the Third; others' call them the
forces.
For mO.at CLS
. Americanflegal
realism and
hoped] and felt that this would
most eXCiting movement to hit
supporters,"
said Stei!1h.arot,.
European deconstructura.lism.
cut Gown the size.
However,
politically
torpid law school
"politics has lost its relevance,
The latter has as its main focus
some students suspect that the
campuses in decades~ The Dean
and most students couldn,'t .care
the basic
indeterminacy and
requirement was to mask the
" b
.
.,
. Of
'
uncertainty of all language, and
"l't
b'
h
of Duke Law School. has said
lessa
out
their
pro
essors.
advocates
fthe
"deconstruction"
SimI
arl y
etween
t e two
that professors advopating, CLS
politics, whetJ:1erthey're CLS or .'
courses.
have a "moral obligation'
to
not."
,
..
.
.
Go To P 12 CoL2
. ·,·,'.·.·.·.·.·,t,·
://,1:""",,09, toP:,.Col.l
",
r:
r'1~igq',f,rom te~ching.la w•.
1
c

->;'

.CriticalLegal .Studies; LegalThought
'I'earingLaw Scho()ls:Apart
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Letters to the Editor

mitt Abullcate "
The Student Newspaper of the
National law Center

Meaning

EDITORIALS
Tuition (Part

To 'D1e Editor:

11)

On Friday afternoon,
the GWU Budget Committee smugly
announced the proposed tult lon increases for the 1986-1987 academic
year.
Budget Director, Provost, and Administration stood firm:
tuition up 7.2%,. to $11,300.00.
Their summaries, surveys and
statistics showed faculty salaries must increase by 5%; non-faculty
salaries must increase by 6%. They said capital improvements must
be paid for. We can protest, complain, groan as much as we wish,
but the decision has been made, and there is no choice: our tuition,
GW's largest revenue source, must finance the expenses.
It seems interesting that the budget officials rely. so heavily on
surveys of comparative salaries to justify increases in salaries.1he'
theory is simple supply and demand economics:
to retain the
faculty, GW must . pay them the same amount relative to other
schools each year. When other schools increase faculty salaries; so
must GW, so that faculty members do not . leave GW for higher
paying positions at other law schools.
Thus, GW, whose law
professor salaries are the eighth highest in the nation, must do as
the surveys say, and increase salaries' to keep pace .with the market
place.
.
Yet the same officials seem to completely ignore supply and
demand economics on the other side of the equation--namely,
increasing tuition.
Price is a certainly a great factor in the
. selection of a law school.
As GW's tuition' Increases (and it is
already high relative to other schools), the well qualified students
that the NLC has attracted in the past will decide to go to other
highly-ranked schools with lower tuitions.
It's just simple supply
and demand economics. Yet the budget officials seemed unconcerned
about this likelihood, emphatically stressing over and over again that
salaries MUSTincrease, the market dictates it, and students can put
uP, orB~~u~i~~·students put 'up? The' ans:wer;k:oC'c-~ursei'!willc:~'me '
next fall and in coming years when stat tst tcs on enrollinent, GPA,
LSAT's, and background of the entecing class, are compiled by. the
CD~
.
.
It would certainly be a shame to see highly qualified students
opting to go elsewhere for their legal education solely because of
GW's great expense. In the long run, it will negatively effect the
NLC'.s. reput.ation, a ~~ur7e of. great pride for the, .faculty and
admtnistrat ton, But It s -just stmple supply and demand economics.

Kenneth W. Brothers
. Editor in Chief
Scott Ives
Elizabeth MacGregor
Celia Ockey
,
Associate Editors
Lisa Barry
Advertising
Limn Sweeney
Photography
.The Advocate is published bi-weeldy by the students of the
Nat iona l Law Center at. George Washington' University.
Its offices
are located on the third floor of Burns Library 716 20th Street
N.W., WashIn&ton, D.C., 20052 •. The views expre;sed herein do nC:t
ne~essarIly reflect the VIews of the editorial board the
Nationa l La.w Center or George Washington University:
The
Advocate wIl.l.consI~er for publication all articles, letters
cartoons or OpInIOnpieces submit ted, All text should be typed
and Signed.
Publication

Dates: Fail Semester 1986

All submissions must be recieve

by the preceeding

of Female

Thursday

. Monday, August 25
Monday, September 8
Monday, September 22
Monday,October 6
Monday, October 20
Monday, November 3
.... '. " Monday, November 17 . '
Monday, December 1 (tentaqveL
...•..'

While. searching throuJ!h the
fifth
edition of Black s Law
Dictionary
in pursuit of yet
another
unf amiliar piece of'
legalese, . I happened' to come
across a most familiar word-"Female."
While not surprised
with what I found, I was quite
annoyed.
Female: " The sex which
conceives and gives birth to
young. Also a member of such
sex.
The term is generic, but
may have the specific meaning
of woman,' if so indica ted by
context."
'.
.. , ,
Suspect
to diversion after
several
hours. of reading
I
turned to the "W's" to see what·
other
wisdom Black's could
impart. However, woman is. not
among the terms defined in,
Black's.
An interesting
omission.
.
.•..
"
I backtracked
to the "M's" '.
hoping Blacks's would in some
,.way redeem itself.
My atterrpts
w~re in Vain.
.
Male: "Of the masculine sex."
Man:
"A human being.
A
person of the male sex. A male
of the human species above the
. age of puberty..
In its most
extended sense the term includes
not only the adult male. sex of
the human sJ?,ecies..but women
and children.' .j"
Some would fail to attr-ibute
signif icance to this' f indin&"and'
furthermore, commence.criticism.
Just another
"one of those"
(Le •• feminists) easily enraged
over semantics.
After all,
what's 'the big deal • • • Man .
.woman, male, female--isn't it ali
the same' thing?
,
'
Law,·as it has been purported
to me, is a business grounded in
precision and clarity inthoul,Sht.
Using the language of a f Irst;
year
professor,
"Is every
thought
so clearly expressed
that no reasonable person could
possibly misunderstand?". . t
,
Language is the primary tool
of our art, and. indeed, words
and phrases are referred to as
"t e r m s 0 f ' art."
.
The
manipulation.
of. language is
central to one's' success as . an
attorney.
A substitution of. one
word for another similar in
meaning changes the content of
a statement.
Professors point
out the "loaded" manner renown
judges formulate issues and their
opinions shortly after the first
year of classes begin. .
Why/then,
such "lack of
precfslon'' in a book (copyrJght
1981),
used
fervently
by
attorneys?
A female,' does,
after all,' conceive and give
birth to. young.
How can this
be called imprecise?
It would not be difficult for'
me to propose a rationale.
. I
would begm by focusing on the
use of language and its impact
, on our thought processes, rather
than .what might be expected
(e.g.,
the inequities
of a
patriarchal society).
.
I prefer to abstain from this
act on the grounds that your
own exercise' of handling my
finding will be of more value
than any exposition of rationale
could provide.
.
You may choose to. move for
dismissal for failure to state a
cause of action..
You can
~uggest that the burden of proof
IS on the plaintiff.
As a law
st':1d~~nt,that is certainly your
pflvllege.
,,'
,~:.'

At this point in my exposure
to the law, I must use caution
in exercising my freedoms as a
law
student."
Continual
confrontation
with evidence that .
this .discipline is hypocritical, if
not crimmal,', in its !aC!tus rea
and mens rea' serve
as my
defense.
.',
Pat Prochaska
'FIrst Year Student

Handguns

i

To The
I am writing in response to
Peter Most's article in which he
thoughtfully
and succinctly
states the case for gun control.
["Taking Aim at Handguns", Oct.
6]. , Let me say at the, outset
that I agree with Mr. Most's
, objective, to limit the sale of
dangerous
handguns, .but his
assertion that "a constitutional,
amendment.
is
the
only
solution •••"·seems·both facile and
unimaginative.'
Constitutional
scholars have
issued many .lengthy. recondite'
warnings
against
"tampering"
· with the handiwork
of the
foundirig fathers.
All of that.·
· aside, the stark reality is Jhat a
constitutional.amendmentwill
·just not work. The opposition
is well. fundecl and supported by
an energetic;
and. 'vocal
'constituency; " Even the most
ardent advocates of gun control
will admit that it would be
impossible to get three-fourths
of the "s t a te legislatures
to
ra tify a proposed amendment
assuming of course, that the
Ie gts lat ion passed 'the' initial
hurdles on Capitol- Hill. '
The question becomes; how do
we control the sale of hand
guns without carving up . the
Constitution?
The ancillary
question which follows is,how
do we divide the opposition so
that our attempts at regulation
will have a. prayer of passagej:
The answer, Ibelieve,.lies·
in
simple ...supp l.yiand ' demand
economics.
'.,If .you, cut the
supply of handguns, the price
will go up and fewer people will
be able to afford them. Fewer'
.guns means that there will not
.be as many budget Bronsons and
'low rent Rambos out after .dark.
From Econ, 101 we move to
Polio Sci. 101. .. To cut . the
, supp ly of handguns
would
require apiece
or legislation
that would ban·thesale
and
importationor'all
handguns
made outside the United States.
The language o(thebill
would
. be .carerutfy crafted to prohibit
the. importation
of component
-par ts for assembly in the U.S.
A second provision of .this bill
would be a 100% (or 200% 'or
300% as much as we can get
away with) ad valorem tax.on
all handgun ammunition sold in
Amedca. ,The proceeds of this
tax would be dIstributed to the
la·w· enforeement
a~ericies
charged with interdictmg
the
flow of illegal weapons entering
the country.
The chances
that
'this
legislation
will become' law .
depend entirely upon how it is
marketed.
If you call the bill
. the "Handgun Control Act" it is
'deadbefore
it hits, the hOI?Rer;
but if you call it the
Buy
American
Trade
Deficit
Reduction Act" ,it haS a chance.
Go, to P.6CoI.3'

Most.Technically ..Advanced-Law School Building?
by Prof. John' F. Banzhaf

guard or a stolen-book detector
could do so easily by using the
staircase exit on the third floor
by the snack
bar.
Thus.
unauthorizedUbrary
users and.
even thieves
.are- more. than
welcome to enter. or leave
whenever .they wis~students
who want to eat or drink in the
, library .can bring in all they
want; and law. students and
others who. want to steal books
are ,free
to steal
them by .
eXitin~ from. the staircase on
the third floor.
,.
Needless .t o . say, .students,
suffer most when. books they.
need are not in the library,and
. they eventually pay for stolen
books in their tuft.ion! Is it too
much to ask to finally get the
alarm system working -- . or,
better
yet, to abandon the "
inefficient system which ties up ,
an entire staircase, and simply.'.
let students go from floor to ,.
floor in the library via the
library elevator or the internal
library stairs?
At a time
when
many
Washin~ton buildings have an
effectlVe security system where
users. insert electronically-coded
cards, to gain ..entr~: we use a
far simpler one. ··un evenings
and weekends .we simply lock.
the, doors; and' sometimes "when
. Go to P.10·Co~I:"

. a low bat t ery;
Instead of
, installing rechargeable batteries
and recharging
them between
uses, or periodically
replacing
batteries to prevent this kind of
failure,
or
using ,more
sophisticated battery testers, tbe
administration
did nothing and
the problem conttnued.v-.
.
. This kind of failure would '
never
happen
during
a
performance
at the Kennedy
Center or other theatrecbut
it happens frequently at the law
school, even though the students
t'liY virtuallr
as much per
performance.'
This year I tested out another
wireless mike on the first day
of classes, and found that it
didn't work at all.
However,
the sound system picked up
be sitting under one of them!
~olice calls very clearly, which
SOUND SYSTEMS: Our new
It broadcast loudly within the
building was supposedly equipped
room!
.
..
with the most. modern of sound
Last year, when using one of
systems, 'including
wireless
the .elassrooms for a conference,
microphones
in some large.
at which several people had to
classrooms, and. a rema ..kable.
have microphones to be heard, I
system in the largest
room,
had to "juryrig" my own system.
which would selectively amplify
Sound systems are relatively
student questions and comments
simple;why·can't
the
as well as the professor's words.
get them to
The latter has never worked, " . admmistration
and the others have worked only , work?
SECURITY SYSTEMS:
For
sporadically.
'.
. '. '.
·over three years anyone who"
'Last
year my 'WIreless ml~e
has. wanted to enter or leave
would periodically break. down m
.the library
without passing
a
the middle of a class because,of
-.

this
elaborate
and. very
expensive
system
wasn't
working,'
and a single
TV
monitor on a cart had to be
dragged down' the steps and set
up in front of the classroom-one set for 80 students!
Indeed, repeatedly during the
past two years, other attempts
to show" ordinary
VHS tapes
have similarly met with failure.
'If the same people who designed
the system also installed the TV
monitors
overhead
in .the
classrooms, I would not want" to

III

It is often said that. we have
the most
technolo~icallyadvanced la w school bul1ding in
the country, and that this has
helped make us one of the top
twenty law schools. Thesecond
claim may well be wrong, since
we don't. seem to appear on
anyone else's top-twenty list; ,
and perhaps one reason is that
our brand-new building is far
from technologically-advanced
•.,
NoW, since more than enough
time has elapsed
for the
administration
to work the,
"bugs" out of the new building,
let's see how it fares.
.
VIDEO INSTRUCTION: The
new law school building' was
designed so that each major
classroom would have a number
of large television
monitors
suspended overhead as teaching
aids.· Moreover, avery
large
room on the third floor was
equipped with enough electronic
eqUIpment to outfit
a small
television studio •. We were told
that not only could pre-recorded '
video tapes be played in one. or .
more' .e Iass eooms, but that
cameras mounted in. one room
could transmit .ptctures to be
displayed in other rooms."
Yet recently, when ,I wanted
to show my class, a ,vid~otape,·,I

.

..

Welcome, Justice O'Oonnor

'I'heMeaning. of.Liberty:

.,,~

by .Terry Maniker

U.S. brlInigrationPolicy

,.

"either/or"
dectston.: regarding
.children
and career,'
she;'
.' . constantly emphasizes the and
. between the words... · ".; <
.:
;. Not surprisingly,'O'COnnor's,
life is filled with strong female
role models.
Ada Mae Wilkey
Day, her mother, brought her
home the. Lazy Branch
in
. Arizona despite . protestations
that its Iaek of indoor plumbing,
running water and electricity;
would be too hard on a new,
'mother.
Mrs. Day believed in
herself and brought. her baby
home. ,Equally. determined to
'. obtain a. good. education.for
,;O'Connor,:
Sandra was sent tq.:" .
..
...

In 1790 George Washin{{ton
appointed the first six. United
States Supreme Court JustlCes;
every
single 'one, was male,
by Peter Most
help those '.escaping communist
white, Protestant.
Fifty yeilrs
regimes, and only. rarely at that.
later
Roger Taney, the first
We know that come October':'
" Earlier in this century access
Roman Catholic, was appointed
27th the Statue of Liberty will
: to democracy was severed, quota
·by Andre wJ a e kson, ·.One
have stood in New York Harbor,
systems installedl: and Liberty's
hundred thirty' years after the
for a century,though
what she
messa~e lost in tneblizzard
of
firs t appointments"
Louis
now stands for isn't nearly as.
isolationism.
As a result, we
Brandeis,
the first Je~) was
clear.
You see, Lady Liberty,
,have my depiction
..of the
appointea by Woodrow wilson.
ourna
t Iona l welcome
mat
~pr.les
..ent i..mmigr. a.t.:iO.n, : problem.• '
Over one hundred seventy years
offering liberty to those
who
'The quota system w8;SInstalled
after' the. first Court Thurgood,
only have' a faint· idea .of -its
,1n1910 '.for .l;ieemmgly poor
Marshall, the first Black, was
existence,. has fallen on hard
reasons, and it' is :no ,longer.
appointed by Lyndon Johnson.
times during the intervening
necessary
to perpetuate
the,' , Nearly two hundred years had
hundred~ years.
She-is called;
,mistake. Basically, quotas were . passed
before
Sandra
Day
our gr.eatest na.ti.onalsym. b.Ol1..·:..
.·
·· viewed
as the panacea , to
O'Connor, . who graduated third
thou~hone can only wonder iLl,. prevent the burgeoning ethnic
. in her class at Stanford' the,
she Isn't presently ·.o.urgre a
..test,., ::ghettos. from .threateniry.g oldyear Harvard vowed it would
national facade.
"
'.'
.~ ·,.stock American dominatIon •.' It
never.
accep't ".women,
was
Like the Bald Eagle before:.was·alsoargued
that
the
appointed' to the Court •
.her, Lady LibertyIias
had. it
""melting pot" isn't working, so
," O'Connor became an instant
, .roughof late.
Mother Nature
turn down the pilot light. .And
celebrity:
. an "overnightl1
. ~as been exceedingly unkind: to
,then
there
were those that;
success that had taken 200 years
, .
. .' "reasoned continued immigration
to achieve. . Aware of her role
..
.'..
.. .',: would act a, furtherance of the .
in history, she has acknowledged ..
TO SAY TlJELEAST .,
urban mass, with all the, ills
her debt to the painfully long
that entails. '. But we no longer
history of women who made her
-. ------....;..~. ---~. ------------;;;...; ha v e. to wor}{ uns!er th~se
appointment possible. She often
our Eaglejandxe'nophobic:ethnocehtric
assumptions, WhICh
weaves
this theme into her
legislators-,
s9.urred
by!
makes it possible Cor us t~ no.w
speeches,
commentin~'
on
isolationist constItuents,
have
bring our immigration pollcy 10
,creativity
(lithe spint
of
been unkind to Liberty.
The
·.·line with the twentieth century.
participation
in the resolution of
Statue of Liberty, meant to be a
. Sadlf,.· an immigration bill
our problems"),the power of the
symbol of freedom, since 1910, 'which
mtended to correct. the
individual ("it is the .individ\lal
has been just so much windowincongruity
of the Statue. of
who has acted or trled.to
act
dressing.
Justastl1e
USSR . Liberty s promise of shelter on
who will not only. force a
wrongly
declares.itself
..a
the one hand and,strict. quotas
decision but be able to impact
. "Republic," the Statue's offer 'of
on the other was Just kllled ~y
on that decision") and work ("by
protection't.o'
the "huddl~d
tlompromisein congress •. lnlts
· doing something as well as you
J.1Iassesye~rning to breathe free"
.original form the bill aimed to
can do it, you are morel~k~ly .
IS nothlng
.'.more
tha. n:
'obviate the racial aspects of our
to '.have
new opportunIties
..
available to youl1J. .In a 1970
pr~Phal.geanwda.e
Pw)leorYe·~.
b"u"s'
'y','re'.s:
to'rl'-n'
g
¢urrent" 'quota
system ' under
tVl :1
which: .SouthAmericans
were:
speech
to . Camelback
High
Liberty to her former beauty,
largely.precluded
.. from
School
O'Connor
had. tile
We missed the point of her
emigrating.
. Thatenllghtened
students on the floor laughing
existence.·
...•..
She was never:
piece of legislation .was shredd~d
when she smilingly. r~pli1id to a
intended to simply beautify New'
by legislators still 10fected WIth
question about femmlSJll, I c~rne
.York. Harbor, ".though that. ~s',
the xenophobic bug. . I~'stoo
to you wearing both weddmg
about all she does these days.'
late for congresstoreahze
that
band and bra."
Expanding ~his
,She was meant to signify our
it is rather awkward to have to·
theme,.
consistentlyurgmg
'willingness asa nation to help'
fight:to Qft~f."sanctuary to our
women not to be forced into an
ithose . in need. \' Nowweon~YF
.. ;...•• .,
.:Go to P.5Col.1
t.;;.
-. ;"~'.
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OPINION'
live with her grandmother in Et;
Paso duting . the school year.r
.Another strong role mOdel, her,
grandmother, who had come out' '
westin
a covered . wagon,'
accepted
the role of "single
parent" during the (third) sclX>ol
yea r when
0' Connor's
grandfather died. .' ._, . .' ,---.
As an adult,
O'Connor - had
other strtmgfemale
role models.
Margaret Hance, the malor of
.Phoenix, ,was our country s first
female· mayor ofa large' city.
Lorna Lockwood, also' from'
O'Connor's cHy, nad been an
assistant attorner general, had '
served in the legIslature, was a
judge' in the Maricopa County
court,: and was the first. female
chief justice of a state supreme'
court.
When. Isabella Burgess,
the. sfatesenator
from"
0' COnnor's-legislative
district,.
resigned to. accept a position '
elsewhere,
. governor
Jack; ..
Willia~ filled her vacant seat,
,in the Arizona legislature with:.
O'Connor•. O'Connor was later
elected majority leader, the first· .'
female, in our' country to hold
that pqsition.
..' '
..
.
\
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"president, although they refused.
to be quoted .on record.
.'
'Jona than believes
that the'
rep's first meeting on OCtober
14 was a good test of their
mettle' since they witnessed the
serious and social .side of SBA's
functions
in a l'grue ling
meeting."
.. ' .'
....
.'"There is a serious side "he
said. "There are politics played
with limited resources;
But, the
main goal of the first year reps
are. to keep the 1L's having a
good time and happy."
.
Ron
Gahagan
may have
~hrased it best when he. said
This 'is tough but we should
have as much fun as possible. "

SBA 1.L Reps Speak Out
university divestment of ooldings
in South Africa.
.
A main' theme through all the
After rigorous campa!.gning,
candidates anticipated goals was
grandstanding, and mudslinging,
their mutual desire to improve
five members of the first year
the social life of tOO first year.
class have emerged from the
"Once I got here there were
smoke
of the
October
8
no social' activities
beyond
elections
to represent
their
talking in the library," said Ron.
sections on the SBABoard.
Carl Bober would like to see
The lucky winners are:
his section as ithe most socially
Section 11- Carl Bober
active in the first year class.
Section 12- Ron Gahagan
He has extended his' personal
Section 13- Patricia Gelfond
invitation to all section members
Section 14- David Buchen
to come "party" in Miami Beach,
Section 20- Andrew Rader
his home town.
On a more serious note, Car'l
hopes to "address the practical
problems facing the students. "
His
targeted
areas
of
improvement include more pay
phones and hopefully removing
the smell from the first floor
vending lounge.
. Dave Buchen' shares Carl's
practical sentiments.
He ran on
a platform of "making it easier"
for the first year student.
He
doesn't
see
himself
in a
particular role other than to be
. part of an SBA which handles
the many issues relevant to all
students.
"The whole. thing of
SBA is being consistent
to
accomplish goals," he said. SM
reps shouldn't 'come up with
one idea and invest all [their]
time in that idea." .
.Andre'Y Rader, Section 20 rep,
v~ews his role from. a slightly
. different vantagepornt because
. he be lives
that the night
students have different
needs
CARL BOBER
and interests than those of day'
students •. "A lot of the night
The new board members bring
students want different
things
a mixture of seriousness and
levity to their conception of
their
roles
as
t h a. new
representatives 'of their class.
After contract ina to conduct a
"f ro I'lC and banter ff campaign at
a local
bar (they mutually
contributed to throwing a keg
party for their sections) Pat
Gelfond
and Ron Gahagan
believe they can encourage both
socializing among the first years
~nd interest among the students
10 more serious
issues facing
NLC students and law students
in general.
Ron said he believes SBA's
first priority must be to irrprove
the school's resources in order
to make the Ia w center' as
.efficient as possible •
. Pat
also.
acknowledged
Improvements
that could be
made
to the
law center
including a more active effort
by the school
to attract
minority
candidates
and a
serious
consideration
of
by Sally B. Weinbrom
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ANDREW RADER
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"

out of school," hesaid.,iMany
are older. and calreadyina
career path.".
". ....
....
.•.
As a result, Andrew views the
SaA as an important regulator
of curriculum
and scheduling,
factors critical
to the night
student with limited time and
speCific Interestsv, He hopes to
be able to adapt more university
programming to better suit the
schedule of .•the night students
so that they ..can become more
active in Law Center activities.
All ne wly elected
board
members'
expressed
their
admirat ion" for SBA as an
'organization and their desire to
be part of. that organization •
'Some . of the candidates even
expressed.a sneaking admiration
forJona,t~an.
Welch,.··. SBA
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The'/Advoca te

'Wliythe Reykja\l'ik.~,§llmmit's'Failure
Wasn 't so B ad,.,After~.'.AII·
....

'

...

Well, the non-summit summit
at Reykjavik has ended,· and
according
to the LiberaL
Establishment media, "collapsed."
The liberal knives are already
out to scalp Ronnie Reagan, and
our friend with the birthmark
and the fashion-plate wife has
made his expected' call for
America's "realistic
people"
(read: useful idiots) to show us
the error of our ways. Indeed,
within 25 hours of adjournment,
said useful idiots were already
ou t in force at the Marvin
Center, armed with posters,
pamphlets and invincible selfrighteousness.
So what's the fuss about?
Well, the two. sides
were
rumored to be close to an
"extraordinary breakthrough" on
Sunday morning.
Then,. in the
middle of· the 'Skins-Cowboys
confrontation,
long-faced
anchormen informed us that it
8D! fulfills both' these aims •. It
was not to be.
can 'also be the- USSR's selfWhy? '
.preservation and self-defense;'
Well, it seems that Mikhail"
despite the sneers of the.media,
Gorbachev wanted President
President
Reagan's offer to
Raagan., to sign away SOl in
share SD! with the Soviets is"
exchange
for a.,50% cut in
genuine
and, has never been
nuclear warheads, among other,
withdrawn.
"As for the ABM
things. "Sign away" in this case
treaty,
that
was aimed at,
means a complete,
ban, on
nuclear svstems and in (a.ct is.a
anything other than laboratory
letter ordoubtrul
vahdlty 10
testing.
President Reagan was
view ·of the Soviet's own work
willing
to agree to a lot
on space defense systems •.
'including
<d e l a y of
SDI
.. So where does,that'leave
us'!
deployment, in ..•
order to.secure,',
"Let's
see ,what
has,p't
th~.cmassivecut
ill nuclearhappened since the "cojlapse of
w,eapons he has been try~ng ,'for," ,[,of th~ non-summit;
, -"

OPINION

Immigration
(cont'd)
FramP.3

oppressed. ".Southern neighbors
when Liberty does that for us.
I wish they wO\Jldhave realized
it is heinous that what the
Statue of Liberty giveth, the
United States Immigration and
Naturalization
Service taketh
away. .
,
We make a- big. fuss every'
time a SovietsaiIoror
Eastern
bloc athlete decides to trade in
Marx for .Locke.
The White
House loyes it when' Soviet
citizens vote '.with their feet
because it suggests that our
system, is better
than their
system.', But we ought, .to,be
more concerned for the faceless
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,ILS:U.S., Int'ILaw
by Richard

Price

'Members of the 111w school
community were provided with
the opportunity last Tuesday to
attend a speech by Peter Pfuno,
--There has been no nuclear
Assistant Legal Advisor to the
attack, all-out or otherwise.
.
Department
of State.
The
, -- There has been no invasion of
presentation, sponsored. by the
Western Europe.
.'. '"
International
Law Society,
--There has been no breakdown
,cen.tered on issues concerning
.in diplomatic relations.
private international law and the
-- No more journalists' have been
Unrted ~tates' par tfctpatton in
arrested yet (in light of the
Internatfonal conventtons,
Mr.'
fre'sident's
performance
in
Pfunohas
had first
hand
Iceland, I'm willing to forgive
experience in such matters due
him for his waff ling during the
to his extensive work in the
DanUoff affair).
field incl~ding •...
!! posttton as
-- No sanctions have been placed
Legal Advisor to the Amer-Ican
on imports of Stolichnaya vodka.
Embassy in Bonn, Germany, and
--,Jackson
Browne
hasn't
his
work
at ,the.
Hague
defected to the. Soviet Union.
Con fer en ceo
n" p r i v a t e
--The sky has not fallen.
international. law.
'
All that is going to happen is
.Pf uno was critical 'of this
that the arms control process
country's aloof attftude.towards
will
continue
with
the
efforts.
to unify' private
understanding
that there are
international
law. until
the
some things,
such as the,
1960's.' Attitudes .changed with
possibility
of human survival
European interest in the E.E.C.
offered by SD!, that the U.S.
and heightened interest at the/
will not cave in onj President
·then newly constituted
Hague
Reagan will be vili! ied in the
Conference. '
,
Establishment mouth-pieces' for
The United 'States,
Pfuno
not agreeing to roll over, and
pointed out, became a member
play dead for Mikhail; and the
,of just
four international
useful idiots who prefer . the
conventions concerning private
Damocles' sword of MADto the
international
law.
Pfuno
nuke-free future that is ours
speculated that this avoidance
'under
SDI will march, write
· was due in part to the lack of
petitions, write op-ed articles1
exigency.
p Lace.d jon these
and generally serve the aims 01
matters by people in general.
De.partment A of the KGB's Lst
Nevertheless,
the result has
Chief Directorate (the Soviet'
been that the United States has
disinformation apparatus).
participated
in negotiating
I never
expected anything
conventions without becoming a
'from Reykjavik.
I'm glad that
party •. , This has negated any
it will be known in the history
books for the oldest parliament .' effect that a threat not to sign
a convention might have, since
in the West rather than as the
Amer,ican
yar,ttcipation,
in
new' Muriich•.'
'
internationa
conventions is now.
viewed with general skepttcism,
Pfuno
hopes
the United
those<wh~ orii/hK~e 'a: vague
States' positlon will change in
notion of its existence.
the near future.
The Senate is
BUt I haven't answered the
c u r r en t l y considering
'question,only
criticized it. I
p a r t i c Ip a t Ion in four
new
can',t suggest that we. allow
· conven t ions,
If ,the ' Senate
everyone to emigrate that can
decides "to take part in these
afford passage.
That would
conventions,:
the number of
i lldeed
be ludicrous
and
private international conventions
,impractical, particular ly in light
which this country belongs to
will
double.
These
new
of the need for social advance
conventions will address such
for the millions of Americans,
important
matters.
as,
who now needlessly toil below
international sales contracts and
the poverty level •. Clearly the
international child abduction.
American Pie cannot feed the'
Concerning
the
State
world, nor am I suggesting that
Department's
.participation in
it can.
But I am su&,gesting
public internatlOnal law, Pfuno
that we rethink QUrimmlgration
points out that there are some
policy.
We can do more than
nine study groups comprised of
we are doing,
which was
la w prof essors,
practicing
recognized by the immigration
attorneys and non-lawyers who
bill before its emasculation by
act as advisors
in various
congress.
That bill deserves
matters in this field. The study
passa~e in its original form ~s
group meetings. are open to the
the Important
fIrst
step 10
pUblic,
and students
are
recognizing that if we are to
. The, meetings are
enjoy the Statue of Liberty, we '. welcome.
announced
in ,',the, Federal
'must also honor her existence.
Reg i s t e r " and
f urt her
inf orma tion can be. obtained
· from contacting
the State
Department. .
.
,
, Finally,
for those law
students who wish to pursue' a,
career in the international law
field, the State Department does
employ
approximately
100
lawyers, and hires 5 to 8 new
attorneys per year.
The State
Department receives up to 3000
new applications
for these
positions.

,.

SIX 'years, but this
was,' "Iri his'
judgment, sfmply itoo ; heavy a
price to pay.
'.
"
. I say bully for the President.
SDI, the Strategic
Defense
Initiative, is, our one sure way,
to .lif~ from all mankind's heads,
not Just from our own, the.
specter
of the aptly-named
threat· of '''Mutually
Assured
Destruction",
or MAD, in
exchange
for, a· policy, o,f
Mutually
Assured Survival.
From
the
standpoint
of
international
law's /basic
premises,' we 'are justified in
developing and deploying nonnuclear space defenses.
It has
a Iways been recognized that
states have' the right to selfpreservation
and self-defense; ..
-.
.~.
~

by Joe Admire

"October'

masses for whom Liberty was
originally- intended.
You see;
they don't receive any. media
acknowledgement,
or the'
necessary gI'een card, for that
matter.
,.,.'
AmI
suggesting
that
we
throw open our doors and let all
oPfressed peoples of 'the world.
in.,
Every time those words
form in, my mouth' lam
told
that it is not, "economically"
feasible, that we don't need our
slums
populated
by more;
"oppressed
Reoples," and we
"certainly ,don't need to tax our,
strained welfare system further.
And,of
~ourse, why not. take
care of our ,own before, we
burden ourselves .with others?
Yes, this is viewed as another
"guns and butter" issue--more
zillions
for the Star Wars
~fense rather 'than liberty for

A ~ord processing firm geared to the .needs at the
student.
You'll tind our work exceptlOnal and our,
, prices reasonable.
'
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Ifeveryone over 50 had
colorectalcancercheckups,
the cure rate could be 75%•
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CDO Reports on Graduates 'Job Hunting
Success
Graduates of the NLC do not
venture very far from ",-heDC
area and are mostly employed-by ,
private law firms, accordmg to
the CDO's,employment report of
the 1985 graduates.
Of the 280
graduates that responded to the
survey,
51%
indicated
employment with a law firm,
23% are
working
for the
~overnment,
and 12% have
ju Ic Ia l clerkships.
,A small
J?ercentage are in business and
Industry with only 2% involved
in legal services -and public
interest jobs.'
Well
over
half
of the
responding
graduates
are
employed in the' Mid-Atlantic
states which include Virginia,
Maryland,
West Virginia"
Delaware and D.C. The next,
highest
concentration
of
graduates are practicing in New
Jersey,
New York,
and
Pennsylvania.
The remaining
graduates are thinly scattered'
across the rest of the nation.
Large law firms of over 100
attorneys, of course, offer the

highest'
salaries.
Those
ernptoyed.wrththese Iarga.f irms
sho wed "a salary
range of
$31,000 to $54,000 with a mean'
of $41,700.
However", the
highest salary' reported, $70,000,
was from a graduate employed
by a medium-sized firm of 25-50
attorneys.
Those employed by
small firms (2-10 attorneys) had
an average salary of $27,600.
Public interest and legal services
showed
the lowest
salary
offerings averaging $17,800.
Unfortunately, since the COO
can only dra w statistical
information
on graduates
responding to the survey, they
do not have an accurate number
of those actually employed and
'unemployed -- a major concern
to students
at the
NLC
especially
during
this
interviewing
season.
The
response showed that 92% are
employed, 6% are currently
seeking
employment, 1% are
seeking higher employment, and
1% are unemployed and are not
seeking employment.

95¢
- $t25
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Brown ,Bag, Lunch. Focuses on
Civil Rights in the 80 's

-

,.-

.

LADIES NITETHURSDAY

long established
'history' of
'discrimination.
Though
Issacharoff and other attornies
'In a courtroom In Mississippi
from the Lawyer's Committee
not too long ago a judge asked
-would prefer to be advocating
the counsel for the defendant in
for more and better affirmative
a civil rights action, "How long
actionflans,
instead they spend
will our nation's history of
. most 0 their time traveling the
discrimination continue to haunt
us?
How long must we have" , country protecting old victories;
.vtctortes won by their colleagues
aff irmative
action, programs
before
the
problems
of .~ of the 1960's.
, Ms. Judith Winston,' Deputy
discrimination will be solved?"
'Director
of the L~ wyer's
After a few pressured moments
Committee, highlighted another
the attorney
responded, "The
striking ,difference between the
. Bible tells us that Moses kept
.civil .r.Ights movement of the
the Israelites in the desert for
'1960's and the movement today.
forty years in order to be able
. In the 1960'S, the United States
to take a new generation into
Department of Justice was most
,the promised land. A generation likely on the plaintiff's or civil
unscarred by the past sins of
rights advocate's side.
After
the Pharaohs and the hatred of
Kenned¥
and Johnson
their fathers\ and their fathers' ' the
Administration s, the DOJ tookfathers for the Egyptians., Your
on a role during the 1970'S that
honor, like Moses, we need at,
was characterized
less by
least forty years.
Arid even
, advocacy, and more by passivity.
then, we may come back and
And in the 1980's, under the
ask for forty more."
,
Reagan Administration, the DOJ
That experience was related
has returned to its, advocacy
by Mr. Samuel Issacharoff, an
role; but today. it. is advocating
attorney
with the Lawyer's
the
withdrawal
of most
Committee For Civil Rights
affirmative action plans, rather
Under Law at a seminar last
than the pr otectron of such
week entitled, "Civil Rights in
plans.
,
'
the 1980's."
The NLC's Equal
In the 1960's and 1970's,
Justice Foundation sponsored the
without
the support
and
event as part of Its ongoing
resources of the Department of
Brown Bag Lunch series--a
Justice
behind them,
the
ser-Ies in which all students are
Lawyer's Committee played the
invited to bring their lunches
unenviable role of the defendant
and sit in on a discussion of the
of affirmative
action plans
topic of the day with attorneys
against appeals by businesses
who work in the areas being
and states ~eeking to have the
discussed.
plans thrown out or -Itmtted •.
The point the forty year story
Yet today, they play an even
illustrated
is the difference
less enviable role.
They are
between what the civil rights
still
defending
defendants
la wyer of the 1980's is fighting
without the aid of the DOJ, but
for
as opposed to what his
today, more often than not, the
colleague of the 1960's fought
DOJ is a p'arty to the case on
for.
Mr. Issacharoff said that
the plaintiff's side. Despite the
in today's courtroom attorneys
Department's,
seemingly
find
themselves
on the
inexhaustible resources and the
defensive, arguing more about
uncomfortable position of taking
what will happen If an existing
on their former partner, Mr.
plan is elimmated, rather, than
Issacharoff pointed out that the
a dv o c a tf n g
for
'the
Committee,
and
other
Imp Le me n t a t Lo n of
more
organizations like it, have done
affirmative
action
plans.
very well in maintaining existing
Conversely, his 1960's colleagues'
were oq· the offensive looking
Go To P.9 cei,a
for first time victories against a

-

by Tom McMorrow
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The proposed legislation "does
not ban the sale of all handguns
In the las f' iss~~ of the
just foreign
made handguns.
Advocate,acolumn
by Peter
Without foreIgn competition the
Most presen tedtheprovoca
tive,
domestic manufacturers "will be
yet wholly fallacious notion of a
in a position to make a lot of
constitutional amendment to ban
money. This changes all the old
the private'
ownership
,of
power alliances.'
American
handguns.
,,', .
"
,,' '
,f i r e a r ms makers
have
Most's column rests' on the
traditionally been the back bone
,premise ,that ~_the ,increased
of support for. the NRA 'and
availability of handguns. results'
other anti-gun control lobbies.
in a commensurate, increase in"
If the 'domestic manufacturers
violent crime, .and therefor, in
can be coaxed,
with a big
order to rid our country of this.
carrot, into abandoning their
'social evil we must seek the
htstor.tcat antagonism towards
prohibition
of
handgun
any t~e of regulation then we
own e r s hip" , t h r ou g h ..a
have divfded the opposition and
constitutional
amendment.
'conquered the problem.The
Initially, Mr. Most conveniently'
NRAwill be emasculated, left in
omits any, statistical'
data 'to
the unhappy position of lobbying
support
these presumptions,
for the mterests of Japanese
obvtousty expecting us to accept
and Korean makers of the lethal
the basis of his argument
Saturday
night special while
without question.
'
.
proronents of the Buy American
Lest we give Mr., Most
Btl wave the flag.
It's gun
'more credit than is due, this is
control wrapped in the cloak of
not an original
idea. ,Many
pr o t ec t ion Ism, and it might
'states
have enacted, stringent
work.
handgun control laws, only to
I a~ree' with Peter Most's
find that the level of violent
assert ton that "handguns are our
crime, failed,
to ' cooperate,
foremost societal problem." We
leaving the state with-a underdisagree not as to ends, only as
defended
populace
.a n d a
to the means necessary
to'
revitalized criminal element.
achieve our common goal. Now
, Mr. Most notes that the
that I have spent a good two
private ownership of handguns is
hours attempting to confute Mr.
directly related to, as he puts
Most's
argument
for
a.
it, "the killing of Aunt Eugene",
constitutional amendment I have
Presumably, he is referrmg to
a new and greater respect for'
deaths
occurring
within the
his ability
to cons Is t en t ly ,
home as a result of accidental
combine the study of law and
. discharge"
a 'crime of
the pursuit, of journalistic
. , or . as
passIon.
"
'
"
"
exce Hence;
With regard .to acc idents in .
the home, firearms, as well' as
Very Truly Yours
aut o mo b Ll es , la wnmo we r s ,
H. Stuart Irvin 189
Go to P.10 CoI.1'
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Harvard and
other schools with a strongCLS
presence.
P.1
Steinhardt suggests that "'in
the final analysis
the ch ief
,.
linguisfic
structures.
r
value of CLS to GWstudents is
.(1 onstructuralism
is currently
academic in that the study of
in' uencing many other academic
CLS doctrines serves' a useful
'rf Ids, motuding .English and
teaching purpose and will cause
'ili' rary orrt ictsm; Legal realism,
.students
to question
more
.f.;" the other. hand, was ,a
carefully.
interrelationships
sprudential,theory popular in
among law, history, politics and
k,'tJl
New Deal, era
which
economics. . And, as Steinhardt
L"pr' pos~s that. precedents and
hazards, ''It, might produce some
!'aU honty
can be found .t o
V's' ort either side in just.about .~ good lawyers."
"an
case. Judges, .accordmg .to
'<Ie" alrealists, are, mfluenced at
ile st as much or more by their
view. as by supposedly
l"'w.ri rid
tral principals of law when
If ding down verdicts . and
·is Ing opinions •. ' LegaI reattsts
,," hasized tnat vsoctoeconorntc
ve lopme n t s were
more
luential.
than had been
viously acknowledged on the
elopment of legal prtnctples,
At the suggestton of a seco~d
year. law student, the S~ IS
lthough th.eghinting of wide
be g In nf n g a movie ser res,
ers to the judiciary by legal
Although the list of features is
lists was considered radical
still tentative, the movies will
its heyday, many of its
be shown in Room LL101at 8:00
seriptions have since found
p.m, on- Wednesday or Thursday
eir way .Int o mainstream
.nights.
"..
.
erican legal and political'
The
first
film
scheduled
is.
ught•. , The Iiberal. tradition
Revenge of the .Creature, a 3-D
judicial activism so orrenstve .
thriller classicbjust in tlmefor
present. day .conservatIves
'Halloween. 3- glasses will be
ces its roots dtrect ly to that.
'provided
for viewers.
The:'
leal movement. . Statutory
feature film will be preceded by
gulationsalso·
reflect
the
Road Runner cartoons.', Revenge
imilation of the legal realist,
of the Creature is scheduled for.
001 of thought, especially. in
Thursday, October 30, '1986, at
;; ~
Uniform Commercial. Code
8:00 p.m.
in LL101.
SBA
~.·i d in new Deal and ".Great
officials
have
not
yet
" IS ciety
legislation
which
determined
whether or not
t,. ,.: posed a consc.il:?us social
popcorn will be available.
erne upon the ctt tzens, .
Superficially, . CLS. could be
.. ', .,.
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'lS~ eral . important
t~r:

$'

respec.ts.

.~(JiJmpqt~r.~9(Jrl)e!:!~~,

bOll t
f'
e" ect

~ s~ \Sv ea~he~rint~bf~l~~'WordsA
Cr,its,
"
'dP
'ai ssionately
b~lieve
in
···W·' '0' "r'
r
~d monstratin~ themcoherence
,......
," ••.
','
,
.
~' d indetermmacy of all-current
al thought.,'· '. They regularly
by Ken lk'others
'. '.,..
mbast the current legal system
I ~mco-n'vincecl
that';the
irremediably biased in favor
the, ruling socioeconomic
successful .law office of the:
future will allocate a computer
rcles.Theirdete&tation
of
to every attorney. After all, a
aditionallegal thought goes so
lawyer's craft hangs on clear
ras
to" attack
the. very
expression, and word processors
nguageinwhich
lawyers
allow' a kind of sophistication
press themselves, which Crits
·and precision. in communication
e as impairing their ability to.
that. was unheard of thirty years
earn up better. alternatives~
ago.
Though lam
a poor
Such criticism is another pomt
typist, I' routinely compose at
which CLS'differs from the
·the keyboard, unafraid of errors
ual leftist school of thOught,
or' awkward grammar.. Editing
I' Crits
have no .definite.
and rewriting.are a breeze.
ogram for change.
They
But a' computer is only as'
,s end most of their energies in
~ood as the software that drives
riding the. establishment,
It. There are plenty of products .
stead of forming a ,theory of
out :there; each, has ,its merits
litics or tile state or offering
and most have their' problems.
mething . more than af\lzzy,
I personally prefer the word
seate vision' of the good·
processing '..software
called
ciety.
At best, Crits' would
WordPerfect· 4.1, produced by a
ke to. see a world in which
·Utah company that goes· by the
les
can
he constantly.
same name. ,. lam not alone;
negotiated between indiyiduals
sales of this phenomenal product.,'
d. groups' acting as theIr' own
are in the neighborhood of
wyers. In reference to this
200,000'per' year.'
The entire
oblemr· p.rofessor Ste.inhardt
will be using'
arns tnat·"some
CLS people _' GW faculty
WordPerfect on their new Zenith
e so wedded to their doctrines
PC's currently .beinginstalled in
at they 'don't
see their
each office~' . ....
.
mitations or contradictions".
WordPerfect
is attractive
What does all this mean for
because of its relative ease of
udents at GW? At this time
operating'
commands coupled
e school has no CLSpresence
with an incredible
array of
speak of •. Like Steinhardt,
features thatwould.satisfy
the
ost of the professors here are·
most demanding tasks.
(We
ntent to observe the progress
produce
the~Advocate
using
CLS with a deep academic,
WordPerfect.) For legal writing,
ter~st
while
holding
its footnoting capabilities are
servations and distrust about
unrivaled by any other program
me of. the mor~ provocative
to which I have been exposed.
ltiCS of Professor Kennedy and
The Virginia Bar Association
t he r .C L S proponents.
rtainly, CLShas not polarized
recently named WordPerfect the
best word processor program fcr
e .NLCil1 the same way that

~C:I constructionists.

!

legal use'.
'.. " '. ',.. .' ,',
With these praises comes one
very large caveat: ..the student
version of WordPerfect,available
at the bookstore, absolutely
reeks.
WordPerfect Corp. sold.
. the rights to produce a sIimmed.down, copy-protected version to
. a Florida 'outfit that deleted
. some of the bells and whistles
and, while they were at itl
screwed up some of the critical
f ilesnecessary
to. run the
program.
In addition,
the.
manual was"callously choWOO
up
, without. regard to. the novices
that would most likely be buying
the student. version.'
Fortunately two books have
recently hit the market designed
to instruct. WordPerfect users
'through
t)le nuances 'of the'
program.
While I have always
~uspected that these aftermarket manuals are aimed at
persons pirating software, these
books offer some legitimate use
for WordPerfect users .. '
The more basic book is "The
WordPerfect Book" written by
Leo J. Scanlon and pUblished by
Tab Books at $16.95. It assumes
absolutely
no prior computer
knowledgej
a.'voids teclmical
terms, ana .walks the reader
through the basic functions of
the program. . It a.voids the
lessons
offered
in the
documentation-provided with the
program, instead explaining each
function. in ,a straightforward
manner.
.
The' book allocates
more
attention to the basic functions
than the original manual, but,at
the expense
of the more
.
Go To P.8 CoI.3
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New Fraternity-Bowls
Youth'

Race Judicata
How One Student RariAway
by T.R. Healy
My first week in law school I
was, like all first year students,
· inundated with advice on how to
cope. with the rigors of law
· school.
I was told how to
conduct myself in the classroom,
what study guides to purchase,
where to eat and reside, how to
a r ran g em y tim e , .what
instructors
to avoid, how to.
prepare for examinations, where
even
to walk late In the
evening. There was, ostensibly,
counsel provided for almost
everything I might. conceivably
do while in school.
Little of
this advice proved beneficial,
however, so I am reluctant to
offer
any advice
to other
beginning
students
in law
'school, but if I had to I would
advice them to run, regularly,
·during the school year.
I did,
and I am convinced it facilitated
my passage through the National
Law Center.
.
I ran nearly every afternoon
of the week. I thought of my
solitary afternoon run as my
race judicata.
The venerable
common law doctrine of res
judicata
holds that a final
judgment on a particular claim
is conclusive upon the parties in
any subsequent
Ii t igation
involving the same claim.
In
short, the matter is deemed
set t led, And so f or me it was
also
settled
that
in the
afternoon I would run despite
all the arguments I might raise
as an excuse for not running. I
had no choice, I would tell
myself, but to follow the law.
The matter
was settled
, accor~iin¢ toiny
doctrine, -of'
race JUdIcata.
There were certain tangible
benefits that I derived from
0

QualityResumes-:
" get

~

Quality JobS
:3eto leg up on the competiti6n.OD~M. fnc~'Typesetting Service offers
48-hour tUrn. around on
resumes from clear hOnd~Nfitte'norfyped copy. Disc
. dotc.storage standard
.on all r~sumes_

,...and ask -us about our
WOrdprocessing services
for: .

• resumes
• cover letters
• term pqper's

Call Katheryrl,now at:
223.;3333

..

ODEMInc.
'.

Typesetting Service
Suite 821

2025 IStreet, NN
Washingfor"'i.DC 2000c
....

Law School Pressure

.. running while in school. One of
the most obvious benefits was
. that it provided me with' an
0p,portunity to escape the musty
hbrary
and outdoors in the'
fresh
air.
I found these
afternoon
runs' invigorating
relaxing, informative •. Often 1 '
would run past the historic'
monuments in Potomac Park or
'alongthe
Mall up to the Capitol
building.
Sometimes I would
circle the SUJ?remeCourt, hOping
to catch a: gllmpse of one of the
.Justices . mounting the marble
steps.
Occasionally,
after
reading an opinion of the late
Justice Douglas, I would find
myself running along the canal
towpath in Georgetown where he
often went on walks during his
long career on the bench.
Another
benefit
was the
tranqUility I always f oundwhile
I ran, allowing me to slip into a
kind of migrant solitude, in
which I could think about some
of the issues raised· in my .
readings and prepare for' my
upcoming .c lasses.
These runs
became something of a learning
tool, every bit' as important. to
me as a desk or a lamp as I
tried
to grapple
with the
intricacies of the law.
One
class I often prep,ared for while
running was CivIl Procedure, a
s u.bj ect
in which arcane
principles like res judicata were
frequently discussed, because of
the notorious person who taught'
the class.
He was known. as,
Tike because, at times, he would
become so dissatisfiea with the
responses to his questions that
he would burst into tantrums •.
, He'i,wasa midd,Leaged man with
~raying hair bu"!all of a sudden
ne would revert to a child,
pounding
his fists
on the'.
lectern,
shouting angrily, his
face becoming flushed with
blood. It was very difficult to .
sit still through his tantrums so.
I always made sure to do· some
running prior to attending his
classhtryingtosettle
my nerves
for t e ordeal ahead of me.
One of the most important
benefits of running was that it
.eased some of the tension of
law school, serving as a valuable
remedy to my.sometimes ragged
nerves~ The ancient philosopher
Seneca, who among other things
was a lawyer and a runner,
reco~nized that exercise is an
antIdote
to de~ression,
acknOWledging that the feeling
that one is tired of being of
existing, is usually the, resuit of
an idle and inactive leisure."
To a large extent, my afternoon
runs 'helped
me to avoid
succumbing to the depression
. that trouble other~ students in
the university.
I remember
hearing about one young man
who flanged himse If in the
laundry rooin of his dormitory,
and I remember an older man
who circulated
the campus
passing
out pictures
of his
daughter, who had run away
from school.
Perhaps if they
had run as I did, immersed
themselves
in' some swift,
vigorous activity for an hour in
the afternoon, they might have
been able to tame their demons.
I approached my running in
la w school in much the same
manner that Tike approached his
teaching'. Frequently in class he
would rail at us that he was not
there to teach the law bl,lt
rather to provide us with the'
skills so that we could better
comprehend and apply the law.
I

0
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In March of last year Tau
Kappa Beta became the NLC's
newest
legal
fraternity.
Professor
Lewis Schiller. has
agreed to be the fraternitiy's
faculty
advisor. . Tau Kappa
Beta's president,
Scott Ives,
'states that the purpose of the
fraternity
is to frovidelaw
students ~ith "Iega .,~o~unity
. and 'soclal
act Ivrt tes 10 an
informal setting."
Tau Kappa
Beta has. demonstrated
that
purpose with two .of its recent
activities.
.
..'
/
On Wednesda~,Octobet 1, the
fraternity
.Invtted a ~roup of
kids from the D.C. PolIce Boys'
Club to go bowling ..at the
Marvin Center.
'According to
Vice President Hugh Kaplan, the
event was a success •. "Wereally
Second.
year
student'
ADdl
LankIer 'instructs ..anew frienc
enjoyed ourselves, and J .:think
.on the. finer aspects of the
that the kids did also," •he said.
game..
.
After taking the group of nine
to thirteen year olds bowling, ..
Ives, Kaplan,' Dan Gresh, Mike
itse lfon thedtrrerencesbetwes,
Kessel, and. Andy . Lank Ier
brought the youths to Swensens
};aat~.~nti~.
eier::.or~U~~
..~~~t~.O},.~l
..a~AI[ff
f or lee cream;
S wensens had
Delta and Phi Delta Phi, we arE
generously agreed to provided
a local,
n o t-ra v.cna tLo nal
the group with free ice cream.
fraternity,"-said
Ives> Becaus
Ives expressed .that iTau Kappa
the fraternity
is' local, itl
Beta "definitely plans on having
members do not need to pay I
more events
with the ,D.C.
'twentyfive dollar initiation fet
Police Boys' Club in the future."
'which national
fraternitiel
Tau KappaBeta held a second
require ~'.The membership fee oj
activity,a
meeting with the
>Tau Kappa Beta Is one odol lai
G. W •.... Pre-Law Society,: the
per semester." -"
following day. The fraternity,
'The informaLnatureo.LTar
· sponsored
by the . S. B.A.
Kappa' Beta' is also exemplifiec
· provided food and beverages and
by. its lack of a Inft iattor
answered
questions
from
c e r e mo ny . ;"-a
traditional
undergraduates concerning law.
element
of
law. sellool
school •. ' Dean ."Valdez was· the t; Jr,~te rnJF~s~.i.:i':;;~;!"
e· f.'! 1,F ..k that
.guest . speaker • Valdez' ssp~ch;'i1i fJtl;~l1"d ~;.t:()'~r~5;
...
};C!a'9':d
l ..~ ~"~Zhl
g hI
described
thelawschT:>6r<*
'ceremonies' 1O.'Latm·w~r~.·not ~
experience and questions which
'.,necessary 'part,~(jfthe -l,a w:$Chooi
the prospective.
law' ••student·
..f rate~ni ty·~.xp'erience;'!:~ Ives
· should ask hiinor herself.
','....••. '. explaIned."":!
We wanted' t~
According to Treasurer Jose':
.' create an organization : for ".thE
Molina . the event typified the
students <who 'desired to~takEI
fraternity's
goals.
"We're
•"part"~in'wor
th Whilevimd c' fun
interested
in providing
law
•actiVities, "yet· did not 'want t~
students with friendly, informal
en tera
'highly
structured
activities which also hopefully
formal,·traditionalfraternity.~
benefit the community."
<"
Further,information
on Tat
The informal aspect of Tau
Kappa Beta can be obtained bJ
· Kappa Beta is important to its
· contacting'
Ivesj' Kaplan or.
members. ,The f.raternity prides
Molina or b~ calling 293':"4678.
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sophis~icated options such' as
complIcated ,macros, extended
merges
and other
special'·
features· offered by the pr0lP'am.
The book is also deficient ill its
omission of the installation
instructions needed to configure
WordPerfect to your computer~
Purchasers must rely solely' on
the i~t~uctions
accomp~nying
theoflgmal
program, WhIChis
not that much to brag about. It
is, however, a good book ,for
word processing neophytes who'
own the full' version'of
WordPerfect.
.
"Advanced
WordPerfect:
Features
and' Techniques" by
Eric Alderman and Lawrence J.
Magrid
and published
by
McGraW-Hill. at $16.95
(but
currently
available at Crown
Books for $12.71)' is my choice
f~r an after-market manual, but
It s not for the' new user. The
authors assume the reader is
versed·· in . the basics
of
WordPerfect,
but includes a
densely-packed
introductory.
chapter for. those with short
memories. " The book quickly

lea'r'

app

s iIi to',' the
ica tions
that

,;

powerful
setthi'

~~~~te~ft~s,'
°i~~IUd1~t~~e~a

macros ,-- special
programll
written to perfotmcommon wor~

~~~;.s
...
e.s~
. ~If)i~~SC~~~.~n!.~~f.nced
Inaddifion, .the book improv~'
the confusing
installation
directions'
included
,in the,
otiginal
.documentation.For!
purchasers
of
Studenl
WordPerfect, this book might bet
a necessity If the program kinkS
are to be worked out.'
One last after-market feat~
ought to be noted. Thor.Duffiri
Associates,
a Virginiafirm~
offers a template thatnicel~
· su mma rJzes.
WordPe r f ect
functions.
A small manual is
at tachedto
. the template to:
remind
users of the basic
functions of the program. Note':
however, the template fits only
on. the
cheap
PC or Xl
keyboards -- not the better AT,
ST, or Keytronics. keyboard,:,;
~~:l:~~.ut t.wenty bucksat.locali

I
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Homecoming. Schedule Set
morning refreshments
will' be
provided.
At 12:00 p.m., the
tailgating party will begin. The
. The .SBA Homecoming
SBAwill provide a barbecue and
Committee met on Wednesday,
a beer truck will be present.
lL's and 2L'swho would like to
by Mike·..lIarl'ington
.
October 15, 1986 to plan this'
. Students
are. encouraged
to
hear in a nutshell
about a
¥ear'sfestivities.
The big event
, ..'The SaA/'Program Cornrnittee
bring other food.
potpourri. of legal careers.
She
18 scheduled for November 7 and
DUe to the renovations in the
'and the CDO; have announced
adds that the series is designed
8 1986. The committee decided
Quad, the committee has decided
their joint
sponsorship' of. a
to
co mpLe m e nt
career
t~t Homecoming. will continue
to schedule the highlight of the
weekly sack
lunch
s er res
information discussions already
·inspite
of. the ongoing
Homecoming weekend, the big
feB. turing
experienced
held
by the Equal Justice
'renovations
in the Quad... The
football game, at the football
practitioners' from various areas
, Fcundatfon, Student Health Law
committee
selected
the
field on. 23rd and Constitution'
of the Ia w who will speak about
Association, and other student
appropriate theme, "Whoneeds a
Thus the parade,
their professional. work and will
groups.
MacGregor is now
Quad1" for this year's event.
. .: Avenues.
which commences at 2:00 p.m.,
discusS career possibilities
in
schedUling speakers in the areas
Homecoming will begin on
those fields, according. to the'
of computer, banking, and space
Friday, November 7 1986,.,with . will ..' begin at II Street ana
proceed -to the game site.
Led
law.
,.
Car e er, Sampler
Series'
ilomecoming
the traditional
by a highschool
.band, the
coordinator,
Elizabeth
MacGregor welcomes additional
Dance on the patio and in the
MacGregor-. >'
.
'. student input. concerning . what
,floats
decorated
by student
lounges of Stockton Ha H;'. The
groups,
the
soon-to-be
. November speakers include 'E.
specif ic legal
careers
and
"1985 Justices, Kathy Daniels and
vtctorfous football team, and the
Tazewell Ellet, Chief Counsel of
speakers would interest
other
Noah Kushlefsky, wilL return to'
beer truck (pending approval of
the.
Federal
Aviation
students.
Student groups are
surrender their robes to .this
a temporary beverage license)
Administration, who will discuss"
'also
invited
to co-sponsor
year's Justices.
Madame Justice.
will proceed to toe football
aviation law, and Dean Jerome
events with the SBAand CDO.
Daniels and Justice Kushlefsky
stadium.
A. Barron, who will speak about
'. Students interested in helping
will retain the title Justice
Plans for the game, scheduled
career' possibilities
in legal
with the Series
or making
Emeritus.
Music will be
to begin at approximately 3:00
education .... Students.
are
sU,l?;gestions should. contact
provided by a. disc jockey, and
p.m., have yet to be finalized.
encouraged
'.'to bring
their
Ehzabeth
MacGregor' or Mike
,refreshments
will' be served.
The committee hopes once again
lunches and questions to these
Harrington, Chair of, the SBA
. The celebration will continue
to slate a match up of the
informal meetings.'
.
.
Program Committee, by leaving a ",' on Saturday morning, with a
NLC's strongest intramural team
MacGregor says the series
note on the SBA office door,
float decorating party at 10:30
against
an unfortunate,
Room B303C.
.
should he. especially helpfUl to
a.m, on H Street, which will be
sacr!f icial
offering
from
blocked off between 20th and
Georgetown.
~_:2:1:s:t_Streets.
~~o~iate
The, Homecoming ····COmmittee
has not yet scheduled events for
..
y'\'.
the evening
of Saturday,
November 8, out is working on'
.several ideas.
c
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The Pieper Courselncludes:
,,*'Complete lecture series
WITH THE )I+c-

.~

.i:iMultistale Practice
and Exam

II
*
•IDIIL
*
II·aO'I1' '*

'* Multislate

. .

Law student's

lor any student

discoUn!

.

of $125 will

ix; dedu(·ted

MultiSlate Bar Review Course

by

Decemb<:r.l.

Mul/is/ate Volume

'* New

~.

still in law tidlOo) who regltiters

Professional
Responsibility Exam .
(MfRE)

"rmn tht·Cost ul$ll95

lor the Pieper Nt·w York

1986.

YorkLaw Volume

Professional Responsibility
Volume
.
Plus - John Pieper's
In-Class Guidance

For more informationsee your Pieper Representatives or contact:

PIEPER NEW J'ORK-MVLTlSTATE BAR REVIEW, LTD.
90 WILLIS AVENUE. MINEOLA,
......

Mead Data Central has' established
a. LEXIS
training center in the libra.ry from OCtober 13-31. Ten
terminals and three printers have been set up in the
~mputerroomon
the.firstt:loor~
During periods when
training sessions are not scheduled the terminals are
available on a walk-in basis to all i aw students. 'Ihere
are. no other time restrictions on availability.
Advanced training on LEXIS, in addition to the
sessions for First Year stUdents! is being offered by
LEXIS representatives.
The sessions will last an hour
and one-half and will include work with all eight
connectors,
segments, shortcuts,
refining search
-strategtes, and an introduction to new resources online•
~Sign-up is at the Circulation Desk.
.'
. Mead Data has chosen the National Law Center to
be a member of a pilot project that will study and
evaluate the use of LEXIS during some 2:30-5:00 p.m •..
periods.
previouslY
under the school's educational
contract
with LEX
i S, the system was' unavailable
Monday through Friday during this afternoon high-use
period.' Effective immedl."atel..,Y and on a ..trial basis,
LEXIS will be available aU day on Mondaysand Fridays.
From P.6

plans against the Department's actions.
Though the Lawyer's Committee finds itself a
"defendant in many cases against affirmative action,
their work is not limited to cases on that issue. Mr.
Issacharorfs specialties are cases brought under the
Voting Rights -Act and the. Committee also has a
Southern
Africa Project seeking to aid political
prisoners and -others in the embattled region.
The Lawyer's Committee was founded in 1963 in
response to President Kennedy's call for leaders of the
American public to promote. civil· ri~hts and to aid in
his administration's battle against dfscrfminat ton, The
. basic concept for the Committee in its early years was
to take civil rights battles off the streets and into the
courtrooms.
Today, considering the nature of the
Committee's work, one might suggest that its role has
changed somewhat.
Instead of battling
to get
important issues into the courtroom, lawyers ·for the
Committee are battling to keep appeals against their
hard fought victories out of the courts.

NEW YORK 11501
From~P.8

, Telephone: (516)

747-4311
The Bar Coar.e That Care••

Similarly" I did no~ run merely to run but to derive
certain Clear benefIts that I was sure would enrich and
facilitate the years I spent in law school. I tried to
emulate the ideal athlete who ran his sport and did not
allow it to run him, just as I tried to allow law school
not to run me, either.
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Judiciary, Committee Staff to DebateTuesday
r

j

,

October 21, at
p.m.'
r n - L-.301,
the
Federalist'
Society
and the
Student Bar Association will
sponsor a debate
between
RandallJader; general counsel
to Senator Orrin Hatch (R- Utah)
'landJo.hnPodesta, . counsel to
Senator Patrick
Leahy (DOn
4:15

Tuesday;

•

!

...

'

\

.

..

I

Vermont). "'. They will discuss
recent issues facing the Senate
Judiciary Committee, including
the Senate's role in confirming
judicial
appointments
ana
proposed
amendments to the
Constitution.
Questions will be
accepted fro~ the floor.. . ..
. The
S e n a te . J u d 1 C 1 a r y

Committee was the scene of
sharp divisions concerning the
nommation of William Rehnquist'
as' the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court.
Rader headed
Hatch's staff in their successful
effort
to see
Rehn9"uist
conf Irmed;
If the Repubhcans
retain control of the Senate,

Hatch will succeed
Senator
Strom
Thurmond
as the
Chairman
of the Judiciary
Committee.
Podesta has been
instrumental in sponsoring many
of the initiatives
of Senator
Leahy.
Though a personal
friend of Rader they are on
opposite poles of the political
spectrum. Refreshments will be
served following the debate. ~

....'

O'Connor. (cont 'd)
From P.3,
violated the equal protection
Elected'
wice in her own
clause
of the Fourteenth'
right , 0' Connor. worked. to
Amendment.
Laws that treat
repeai "the ~13Arizona
law
men and women differently lire.
"p'r ot e.c tIrrgfwomen from
constitutionaJ,,~he.wrote,only<,if;
wor.king,morec,thanJeight.hour.s
there
is an' "exceedingly
of work per day .. 'She managed'
persuasivejustification."·'
,
to successfully repeal art Arizona
,.In other areas, she favors the
law holding com.munit~ property
death penalty; open government
to be in the husband s control,
(press
we lcome
a t trials,
and sponsored a bill to make
governmen tal, agency information
youth loans available to girls as
available
to the public);
well as boys •.
upholding attempts by Indian
As a U.S.Supreme
Court,
tribes to tax the oil, and' gas
Justice in her first- assigned
obtained from their reservations.
0piniQn,Watt v , Energy Action,
In affirmative action and voting
o Connor wrote that Secretary
Wat ta:c
t ed,:W itnint
he' .'rJghts cases she required proof
Cons tit uti 0 n w hen
he
administered the 'Outer Sheif
Lands Act Amendments.
She
wrote that, ,whether
".Watt
carried out the law properly was
a ,congressional dectsfon, and
that
the
Energy
Ac tt on
Educational Foundat ion could
not sue Watt for. not carrying
.
out a provision
of .the law
because they had nostandil'1g;,
they had not, been "injured.
0'Connor's next three opinions,
Rose v , Lundy, Engle v ; Issac,
and U.S. v.; Frady amplified her
views on .the writ of habeas
corpus. She outlined a "total
exhaustion"
,rule
whereby
prisoners had to exhaust all
state· court
remedies before
resorting to the federal court
~ystem.
0' Connor's opinions
Invariably
limit
access
by
prisoners to the federal court
system.
' .'
,
Two of 0' Connor's earliest
opinions involved claims of sex
~scrimination.
' In Ford Motor
• v. EEOC,three women sued
Ford under Title ,VII of the
CiVil Rights Act of 1964. Ford
Wantedto settle with job offers
but without retroactive seniority
and backpay after the three
q~alified women had not, been
(Ired
in favor
of three
unqualified men.
The women
Celt the offer was not sufficient.
In the second sex discrimination
Wase, Mississippi University for
BAR REVIEW
omen v. Hogan, O'Connor
found unconstitutional
training
o?~rses in a ~emale Uniyersi~y•
. , ..
•.•q~!lnor • saId the""_'.> Ulllverslty
~ . '" _•. '
...

of a' discriminatory intent (as
opposed to mere, showing).
On October 22, students at
NLC will have the opportunity
to meet Justice O'Connor. It is
appropriate
that our nation's
flrst
female
Supreme Court
Justice address the school that
trained
the Supreme Court's
firs t .female attorney, Belva
Lockwood.
It is equally
appropriate that the invitation
she accepted,
from a L.A.W.
member, asked that she speak as
a role model because "you were
where we are."
Justice 0' Connor has called

for the appointment of more
female
judges" and she has
encouraged
women who seek
power and, change to run for
J?ublic _off ice. and use the. vote
Inte Htgent ly, She has said that
the importance of her presence
on the Court is not that she
will decide cases as a woman,
but that "a woman is finally in
a position to decide cases."
And,
as a I ways,
Justice
O'Connor continues
to urge
female
Law students
to
emphasize -the and between the
words "children" and "career."

SIGN-UP FOR 39 BAR EXAMS.
.

SAVE NOW...

DECIDE LATER.·

,One' application with BAB/BBI is
all you need to guarantee the applicable*
discount in 39 different jurisdictions.
*Don't delay, some discounts end by Oct.31.
All registration fees are fully transferable.
1909 K Street, N.W.
Washington1 D.C.
aOa/83S-30eJO
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Bodner (cont'd)

by Glenn Schwartzman
Wednesday, October 8, a Sports
Law Forum was held at the NLCfor the
first time. It was presented by Mitchell
Fogel and Glenn Schwartzman and was
sponsored by the SBA. The forum was
.an overwhelming success as it attracted
a capacity and attentive audience against
a formidable'
opposition
in the
Mets/Astros game. The forum addressed
the current issues in sports and the law,
and received publicity in USAToday.
The forum had a uniquely qualified
panel, which included Andrew Brandt of
ProServ, Inc., Buck Briggs of the
National
Football
League. Players
Association, David Falk of ProServ, Inc.,
George Michael of WRC-TV, and Brig
Owens of Bennet & Owens.
Michael
spoke first, addressing the media's view
of the sports
lawyer/agent,
his
perspect ive in the aftermath of the Len
Bias situation and other personal insights
into the drug problema. nd exploitation
of college athletes.
Falk
then
spoke
about
the
recruiting of the athlete, the contract
negotiation process, and the subsequent
marketing
of' the athlete
with
endorsement and other commercial deals,
using his clients Patrick Ewing and
Michael Jordan as illustrations.
Brtggs
then. spoke
about
the co l Ie c t Ive
bargaining process in professional sports,
specifically focusing on the key issues in
the upcoming negotiations
in the
Nat ional Football League, addressing
issues such as drug testtng, free agency
and the effect of the termmation of the
USFL.
Next Brandt spoke about entrance
into the field of "Sports Law" and the
role that a young attorney plays in a
sports marketing and management firm,
which he found a great amount of time
focused on drafting' contractavot all
.types and finding clients jobs, be it in
the professional
leagues or abroad.
FinaUyBrig
Owens, a former Redskin
and Cowboy in the NFL, spoke about
how the athlete is exploited at an early
age, his perspective as a player and now
an agent, and possible reforms for the
drUJrDroblemJ'n orofessipnjil sports. 'lfu
evel\ihg ende WIth a orter quest ion and
~nswe~ period, followed by a reception
m WhICh the panel members answered
more specific questions.
'
On

Classified
It's wet.
It's slimy. And it's coming
October 30th. SBAghoulishly presents
"Revenge ot the Creature" in 3-D for
Halloween! Grab a friend, ora study
partner, and come have fun (of course
there will be cartoons!).

~

From P.l
t~a~ Bodner had spoken with' his AdvancedF
Meanwhile, students in Bodner's Trial
CIVIl procedure .. class late last week.regard.inj(~.·.
Advocacy class were worried when Bodner
their concerns, and that he is "working witY! ,r
announced that he was giving an exam for
·his students
to make sure" they get the
the class, in addi~ion to assig.nments and a
education they need." Valdez said that she is
paper, and resembhng the rt:;qulred exam ~n,d
paper he was requiring of hIS Advanced CIVIl,
"ha~p~h~~\;~~~o~~o~te t~~ ~d;;?~~i~~t~~~i; '(
Procedure Class. The bulletin states the class
policy
regarding the course descriptions as.'
would require only class assignments and a
outlined
in the course
catalogue
and .
paper.
After students complained to the
.vartattons from the description, Valdez stated"
Administration, Bodner. was pressured to drop
that the course catalogue is a general guide !~
the exam.
.'
.,
"..
and that some .professors follow It mor~~
Bodner said he made the dectaton to grve
Closely than others.
She felt that Bodner's!~
an exam for the class. because the class was
approach
to
teaching
the two courses was,~
still too large for him to grade students
within the recommended guidelines..'
based on participation, as he had originally
Many students disagree.
.Those. enrolled in
planned. ' However, student and administrative
••Transgrud'sAdvanced
Oiv i l
pressure. -dictated that he not change the •••.Professor
course requirements after the semester had r: Procedure course are subjected to a g.rueling
exposition of complex litigation--the
very
begun. He stated that -he would compensate
type of subjects Bodner is.' avoiding. . The
by working with students
indiVldually
marked dissimilarities between the contentot
throughout the semester to judge their work
Transgrud's and Bodner's classes, coupled with
, adequately.
.
.
.
the resemblance of Bodner's AdvancedCivi!
Associate
Dean of Students Marlena
Procedure to his Trial Advocacy class has
Valdez stated that. she felt many of the
students questioning if they are getting an
criticisms regarding Bodner had already been'
'adequ~t~ education.
addressed"
citing
the changing
of the
requirements for Trial Advocacy. She noted
-,~;.
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WANTED:
Snowdomes, new and' used'
in any condition. All sizes, shapes, and
styles
desired.
Please bring your
eollectiblesto
Eric..lsomewhere between
the Law Revie w uffice and Second
Floor of Burns Law Library.

Typing by Legal Secretary:
Have your
typing done by a professional, quickly
and accurately, on an IBM-III for $1.50
a page. I'm located three blocks form
campus.
Call 780-1688, 248-4360 or
'960.:"6851. c ,
'
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IOIIPHION

."KIIIVIII
New Jersey New York Pennsylvania
$110'

$160$160

Holiday Spa membership: renewable,
paid off for 1986, $300. Call Ted at
979-1725 (H) or 557-6826 (W).
Intellectual Property lirm with strong
clerk training program.
Needs top
caliber law students for all phases of
intellectual
prcipertypractice-technical
trainmg preferred.
. Send
resume Attn: Hiring Partner, Saidman,
Sterne,
Kessler & Goldstein.
1225
Con n e c tic u t, N. W•, Suit e 300,
Washington, D.C. 20036,.
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DISCOUNT
on our

<

.

BAR REVIEW COURSE'Begins: Mond~y, September 8,1986
Friday, November 14, 1986

Ends:

Contact your Josephson/Kluwer campus representative or

.JOIIPHION".(IIVID
LEGAL EDUCATIONAL

CENTERS,

INC,

I0 East 21st Street 1206-7 New York, NY 10010
(212) 505-2060 or (800) 253-3456 outside NY
.
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